
PP1 8098644 


Officer: RICARDI 
Badge: 0621 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
JUVENILE 0 

UNITED STATES PARK POLICE SIR O 
INCIDENT RECORD FORM 001-INC-1.0 

Report Author: RICARDI 

Incident Number: 
PP18098644 

Incident Type: Suspicious Occurence [99Z] Incident Status: Closed Source: Cell phone 

Incident Date and Time: 11/05/2018 21 :00 Incident Location: WASHINGTON DC, WASHINGTON DC USA 

Summary: Suspicious Occurence
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Involvement: INVOLVED PERSONS (OTHER TH~ 
I . · • : • IName: LEGERE, PAUL BISHOP --Sex: Male 

Phone: (Voice) Address: -
Tribal id: -· 
Driver's license: -

Deceased date: -

Involvement: 
Make: -

State: -
Model: -

VIN: -
Year: -
Body style: -

Color: -  License: -

Involvement: 
Type: -

Color: -
Description: -

Serial#: -
Make: -

Picture: N 
Model: - Year: -
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PP18098644 

Narrative: 

On November 5 2018 at approximately 2100 hours Officer Wier and I received a P.hone call from Sergeant Cooney, in regards to a 
suspicious incident in the area of the Secretary of The Interior's residence (USPP ·. It was reported that there were two separate 
suspicious events outside the residence. Upon arrival there was not a disturbance taking place or any idling cars in the area. There was two 
suspicious incidents at this location. 

Sergeant Cooney relayed the first event at the residence involved a Mercedes passenger car. The vehicle had driven by the location and a 
passenger was yelling from the window causing a disturbance. 

The second event involved a neighbor across the street. The neighbor came out to speak with us about the suscpicious event. The 
individual was identified as Legere, Paul and he said he was able to speak of the suspicious events that had taken place. Legere had 
explained that there was a black Mercedes SUV parked in the street in front of his residence. Legere asked the driver to move the car and 
some type qf verbal altercation occurred. The driver of the Mercedes SUV subsequently left the front of the residence. 

US Park Police units patrolled the area of- and made frequent checks of the location to ensure there were no other suspicious acts. 

Officer Name: 
0621 RICARDI 

1---::---,..-------  -  --+
Supervisor Name: 

Officer Signature: 

#0621 RICARDI, 8. 

Date: Officer Unit USPP SERVICES
TRN-WMA 

/ 11/06/2018 03:24 Region: 
--:----.,....,-  -  ---  ==1 -=----- ----1 State/Zone: DC 

Supervisor Signature: Date: Area/Duty Station: 01 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

General Report 


U.S. Department of the Interior. U.S. Park Police 

Printed: 1112012018 10:37 by 2707 

Incident: PP18098644 Suspicious Occurence (99Z]@11 /05/2018 21 :00 

Author: #0621 RICARDI , B. Report time: 11/06/2018 03:23 
Entered by: #0621 RICARDI , B. Entered time: 11/06/2018 03:23 

Re orl: 

On November 5 2018 at approximately 2100 hours Officer Wier and I received a phone call 
from Sergeant Cooney, in liie ards to a suspicious incident in the area of the Secretary ofThe 
Interior's residence (USPP . It was reported that there were two separate suspicious 
events outside the residence. Upon arrival there was not a disturbance taking place or any 
idling cars in the area. There was two suspicious incidents at this location. 

Sergeant Cooney relayed the first event at the residence involved a Mercedes passenger car. 
The vehicle had driven by the location and a passenger was yell ing from the window causing a 
disturbance. 

The second event involved a neighbor across t he street. The neighbor came out to speak with 
us about t he suscpicious event. The individual was identif ied as Legere, Paul and he sa id he was 
able to speak of the suspicious events that had taken place. Legere had explained that there 
was a black Mercedes SUV parked in the street in front of his residence. Legere asked the driver 
to move the car and some type of verbal altercation occurred. The driver of the Mercedes SUV 
subsequently left the front of the residence. 

US Park Police units patrolled the area of - and made frequent checks of t he locat ion to 
ensure there were no other suspicious acts. 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Sugglementa 

U.S. Department of the Interior , U.S. Park Police 

Printed: 11/20/2018 10:37 

Incident: PP18098644 Suspicious Occurence [99ZJ @11/0512018 21 :OO 

Author: #1005 COONEY, M. Report time: 11/11/2018 05:54 
Entered by: #1005 COONEY, M. Entered time: 11 /11/2018 05:54 

Re ort: 

On November 4th at approximately 2100 hours I received a call from the Secretary's Protection Detail stating that 
they had received a report from Secretary Zinke of a disturbance outside of his residence. The information given 
was that there was a male in a black SUV parked outside of the residence who was yelling., cursing, and 
harassing individuals entering the residence. I contacted Car 113 to respond as well and I arrived at the residence 
at app(oximately 2110 hours. I did not obse~y idling vehicles on the block, nor an~ individuals in the area on 
the street or sidewalk. A white male named-Complainant 2 (C-2) came to the door of the residence and 
stated that he had observed the following two incidents take place in the 15-20 minutes before my arrival. 

C-2 ~tated that first, a black four door Mercedes SUV stopped in front of the location at approximately 2050 hours 
and began to question C-2 and others as to why they were at the location. The individual stated that he was from 
the Washington Post and made statements such as "I know why you're here" and "I know you're with him." C-2 
described the man's tone as aggressive and agitated and that he began to yell. The SUV then drove off. C-2 
stated this incident is what prompted C-1 to the call to the USPP Protection Detail. 

C-2 then stated that at approximately 2100 hours, apparently unrelated to the first issue, a neighbor across the 
street from the residence had a verbal altercation with the driver of C-2's SUV, who had been idling in front of the 
neighbor's house. When C-2 stepped out of the Secretary's residence to observe the commotion he claims that 
the neighbor yelled at him as well. C-2 then told his driver to move the car around the block in order to stop the 
arguement. 

At this point I entered the residence and spoke to Secretary Zinke. C-1 . who confirmed that he contacted 
his protection detail due to the original complaint'of a person who was acting in an erractic matter. yelling 
obscenties at the Secretary's guests, and aggressively harassing the guests as they entered the residence. C-1 
stated that this type of incident is not typical and he had not seen this vehicle before. 

I then spoke with the neighbor from across the street, Mr. Legere, as well as an unknown female who stated that 
she lived a few houses down. Both individuals confirmed that Mr. Legere had spoken with the driver of the $UV 
parked in front of his residence but stated it was nothing more than a neighborhood parking dispute and that the 
SUV left once directed to by the original complainant. Mr. Legere denied yelling any obsenities at the Secretary's 
residence or c~2 but agreed it was a "tense conversation" with the driver parked in front of his house. Both Mr. 
Legere and the female witness stated that they were only concerned with making sure that the Secretary's 
residence was secu·re and that they regulary look out for other houses on the block. Neither Mr. Legere or the 
female witness saw anything concerning the original complaint about the person causing a disturbance from the 
black Mercedes SUV. They were advised to call 911 or USPP Communications should they observe any 
suspicious activity. 

Myself and Car 113 canvassed the area with negative results for the original disorderly subject. 

I directed Cars 113 and 112 to make extra checks of the area throughout the evenin·g. 

Time Clear: 2145 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

U.S. Department of the Interior , U.S. Park Police 

Printed: 11 /20/2018 10:37 

Incident: PP18098644 Suspicious Occurence [99Z] @11/05/2018 21 :00 

Author: #1005 COONEY, M. Report time: 11/06/2018 20:09 
Entered by: #1005 COONEY, M. Entered time: 11/06/2018 20:09 

Re ort: 

On November 4th at approximately 2100 hours I received a call from the Secretary's Protection Detail stating that 
they had received a report from Secretary Zinke of a disturbance outside of his residence. I contacted Car 113 to 
respond as well and I arrived at the residence at approximately 211 O hours. I did not observe any id ling vehicles 
on the block, nor any individuals in the area on the street or sidewalk. The complainant, a guest of Secretary 
Zinke, came to the door of the residence and stated that the following two incidents had occurred in the past 15
20 minutes. 

First, that a black four door Mercedes SUV stopped in front of the location at approximately 2050 hours and 
began to question the complainant and others as to why they were at the location. The individual stated that he 
was from the Washington Post and made statements such as " I know why you're here" and "I know you're with 
him." The complainant described the man's tone as aggressive and agitated and that he began to yell. The SUV 
then drove off. The complainant stated this incident is what prompted the call to the USPP Protection Detail. 

Second, the complainant stated that at approximately 2100 hours, a neighbor across the street from the residence 
had a verbal altercation with the driver of the complainant's SUV, who had been idling in front of the neighbors 
house. When the complainant stepped out of the Secretary's residence to observe the commotion he claims that 
the neighbor yelled at him as well. The complainant then told his driver to move the car around the block in order 
to stop the arguement. 

At this point I entered the residence and spoke to Secretary Zinke who confirmed that he contacted his protection 
detail due to the original complaint of a person who was acting in an erractic matter, yelling obscenties at the 
Secretary's guests, and aggressively harassing the guests as they entered the residence. 

I then spoke with the neighbor from across the street, Mr. Legere, as well as an unknown female who stated that 
she lived a few houses down. Both individuals confirmed that Mr. Legere had spoken with the driver of the SUV 
parked in front of his residence but stated it was nothing more than a neighbor~ood parking dispute and that the 
SUV left once directed to by the original complainant. Mr. Legere denied yelling any obsenities at the Secretary's 
residence or the complainant but agreed it was a "tense conversation" with the driver parked in front of his 
house. Both Mr. Legere and the female witness stated that they were only concerned with making sure that the 
Secretary's residence was secure and that they regulary look out for other houses on the block. Neither Mr. 
Legere or the female witness saw anything concemiRg the original complaint about the person causing a 
disturbance from the black Mercedes SUV. They were advised to call 911 or USPP Communications should they 
observe any suspicious activity. 

Myself and Car 113 canvassed the area with negative results for the original disorderly subject. 

I directed Cars 113 and 112 to make extra checks of the area throughout the evening. 

Time Clear: 2145 
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